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Problem flo. : ,
..

The objective of this effort was to investigate the utility of using an A/F37A-T4G T-37 flight
simulator within the context of Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT).

Approach L

Groups of UPT students were given basic contact and instrument training using special instructional
techniques in the T-4G (in later phases in the conventional T-4 also) and then allowed to complete training'
in the T-37 advancing on a proficiency basis. Syllabus length for simulator students was similar to
conventional length.

Results I

Evaluation was 'co rison of the flying hours used by T-4G/T-4 students to usual syllabus
requirements. SiTulator students saved an average of thIe aircraft hours in basic contact and an average of
9.3 hours in insauments. Analysis of total trials on each maneuver by type of training device indicates Mat
a much greater percentage of the total practice trials was conducted in the ground trainer during instrument
training than during contact training. An analysis of the percentage of practice trials failed in each device
suggests that more practice in the trainer on advanced instrument maneuvers and most contact maneuvers
would have resulted in more efficient transfer of training.

Conclusions . o

the A/F37A-T4G is an effective adjunct in T-37 UPI', particularly in instrument training. The
conventional T-4, used with special training techniques, can reduce flying time required in T-37 UPT.
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PREFACE

.

10

This study was conducted in suppo'rt of Project 1123, Flying Training
Development; Task 112303, Exploitation of Flight Simulation in Undergraduate Pilot
Training (UPT). Dr. William V. Hagin was project scientist; Mr. James F. Smith was task
scientist; and Mr. Robert.R. Woodruff was principal investigator. This report covers
research performed bet'een February 1972 and June 1973. ,

This study was conducted by the Flying Training Division of the Air Force HUman
Resources Laboratory. (AFSC), in coordination with Headquarters, Air Training
Command, and supported by the 82d Flying Training Wing and 96th Flying Training
Squadron of Williams Air Force Base, Arizona.

Appreciation is extended to the many people who contributed to the cond i ct
this project. A few without whoii the work could not have been completed are: Hq AT
LtCol Brian McMahon; WAFB FTW, LtCol R. A. Morris and Captains J. T. Mullen and
James Winans; AFHRL/FT, Capt Steven K. Rust; and Mr. Loren Dawson and Mr. Fred
Kubota of the Simulator Products Division, Singer Company.,
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T-4G SIMULATOR AND T-,4 GROUND TRAINING D.V10ES IN USAF
. . UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING

- ,
1, BACKGROUND,` t.

. .
In early 1972, Flying Training nivisibii, Air

Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFIIRL)
(AFSC), Williams AFB, Arizona, supported by The
82nd Plying Training Wing, Air Training Com-
mand (ATC), Williams AFB, Arizona undertook a
study to determine to what extent a ground-based
T-37 simulator (A/F37A-T4G, hereafter referred
to as T-4G) (detailed description of the T-4G,

'4
Appendix A) with modest fidelity, two degrees of
motion, and a narrow angle film source visual
system could be used to reduce T-37 aircraft flying
time in undergrajuate pilot training (UPT). The
objective of this study was later expanded to
include a comparison of the {dative effectiveness
of this device with the existing nonvisual non-
motion UPT' instrument and procedures trainer
(1-4).

The prima% objective oPf the study necessitated./ using the T-4G to train students within the con:.
text,of . A pedal syllabus was constructed
for this pu

Ul'r
lose. Samples of students from three

consecutive WV/classes were subjects (SS) for this
study; thus, the study was conducted in three
parts (referred to as Phases I, II and III) over a
twelve month period. Phase I Ss used the T-4G
only; Phases II and III Ss used the T-4G for con-
tact flight training, but were divided between T-4G

.e
and T-4 trainers for instrument training.''''."

This report summarizes training results
obtained for all three phases. More detail on
construction of the special syllabus, description of
instructional strategies, and trainer capabilities is
provided in two reports published earlier (Rus/t,
Smith, & Woodruff,,, 1974, Woodruff, Smith, &
Morris, 1974). ,

PROCEDURE

Consideration of T-4G ca abilities suggested its
use should be limited to the basic contactogand
instrument training segments of the T-37 UPT
syllabus; aerobatics, formation, navigation (VFR
pilotage) and cross-country were judged to be
inappropriate for T-4G training.

Comparison Techniques

To provide for comparison with .the regular
syllabus, Ss using/the new syllabus began in the

5

1-4G and completed training in the T-37. In the
T-37, Ss were advanced as they achieved profi-
ciency on maneuvers, training hours were not
frozen. A comparison was made between aircraft
hours required using the new sy Ilabus versus the
regular schedule and between attained tolass scores.

Subjects

Thirty-two student pilots who had little or no
flying experience were selected at random from
volunteers for this study; eight from class 7306,
twelvb from class 7309, and twelve from class,
7403 During the course of traiding'tlevcm Ss were
lost, two self-initiated elimination, one manifested
anxiety in the air, four were medically dis
qualified, three were deficient in flying ability, and
one failed ticadenocallyTwenly.pne Ss completed
the program six from class 7306, seven f rom class
7309, and eight from class 7403.

Instructor Pilots (IPs.)

file first group of, 1Ps were, selected from
volunteers who were regularly assigned to Williains
AFB. These IPs Tiere hfghly experienced and,
before T-4G instruction began, assisted in the
development of the training syllabus, performance
recording procedures, instructional strategies, and
performance assessment critena. In addition, they
received a thoroUgh indoctrination in the theory
and operlition of simulators, flew several sorties in
the left seat of the T-37 aircraft for fannhanzation
with the 'student's visual environment and
Practi;4d 111'0 ! t' C,1,11 Odle! in 11:e 1- -IC; to
let/chip an J refine instructional techniques.
Because of IP turnover and the use of more Ss in
Phases 11 and Ill, it was necessary to use additional
1Ps. some of whom were Much less experienced
than those used in Phase I. Despite this Jack of
experience and because no syllabus or instruc-
tional strategy development time was lequired. it
was pbssitoie to shorten the length of the induct n-
nation period considerably. Under these
conditions, 10 to 12 training hours per Il' provided
sufficient orientation.

Training Strategies

The standard UPT syllabus provides all students
a scheduled number of hours in T-37 aircraft and
T-4 instrument and procedures trainers. One or
two trainer hours are scheduled prior to each air-
craft ride during instrument training. Airmen

a



instructors are used in the ground trainers except
for procedures training. The standard student/IP
ratio is on the order of 3.1 and IPs perform
numerous additidnal duties essential for the
conduct of flight training operaiioni

To conduct this study, these conventional
procedures were altered. The more significant
changes were:

6 4

1. Ss progressed on a proficiency basis in the
aim raft.

' 2. T-4G/T4 instruction was given in bloCks.
The relative effectiveness of integrated ),raining
(i.e., the normal practice of two periods in a
ground device followed by an aircraft period)
versus block training (i.e., all training in a ground
device followed by all aircraft) was not a research
issue in this study ;block training was used because,
it facilitated scheduling control and data com-
parison, 'and ensured that no S practiced a
maneuver in the T-37 before he learned it'in a
ground trainer.

3. IPs were used in all ground device training
since only a pilot could insure that a S possessed
the skills necessary to perform maneuver's success-
fully on his first trial in the aircraft. In addiction,
this procedure permitted the IP to become know!-
edgeable about his S's strengths and to redistribute
practice time to areas of weakness, its also pro-
moted IP confidence necessary to permit a S NI fly
complete maneuversalhe first time he was airborne.

4. -SAP ratio of 1:1 was used to reduce
instructo d thereby providing him additional
time to cope with the use of novel equipment
capabilities, the application .of training practices
different from the existing program and to,
ftinction as a training manager. In addition,
instructors were relieved from most of their
additional duties.

5. A special syllabus of training was written
fore the T-4G. The syllabus incorporated modern
concepts of the systems approach to training and
programmed learning. in order to facilitate student
learning.

Treatment

4 Ss from .all three classes received essentially the
same treatment. The batched sequence of instruc-
tion was: (a) basic contact in the T-4G, fib) basic

4V,
contact in the T-37, (c) instruments in the
simulat6r, and (d) instruments in the T-37.
Contact and instruments were blocked separately
to enable Ss to learn contact maneuvers, teachable

5

6

only in the T-37, before beginning instrument f
training as well as to maximize learning in the
simulator. To insure completion of T -37 training
by the scheduled graduation date, a maximum
number of training days was design4ted for each
simulator block; 15 days (22 training periods) for
contact training, and 12 days (17 periods) for
instruments. Figure 1 is a flow chart which
facilitates ,comparison between the conventional
ATC syllabus (ATC, 1971) and the experimental
training schedule used in this pr4eC't. These
comparison are .by training day, mei& ussd'i and
category of learning objective's.

Upon entering the T-37 program, Ss received a'
block of T-4G contact sorties followed by T-37
contact sorties leading to solo and the nudphase
contact flight check. When judged. ready, Ss

- received their midphase check regardless ,of the
number' of flying hours completed. Following
successful completion of this check, Ss returned to
the simulator for instrument training in, which
similar procedures were used.

III. CONTACT FLIGHT TRAINING

Training Procedure

All Ss began their training with a block of
contact instruction in the T-4G using the simulator
syllabus. This training included some composite
instrument/contact training since the literature
indicates that learning instrument flight skills first
improves efficiency in learning contact flight skills
(Ritchie 4 Han'es, 1964). Procedures training and
academics were unchanged, from the regular
syllabus.

Following T4G contact instruction, Ss flew the
T-37 where they were assessed for proficiency on
skills learned in the T-4G, received additional,)
training on tasks which required more practi;e,
and learned other tasks not taught in the T-4G;
e.g., the traffic pattern. During this training, IPs
were encouraged to bring their .5s back to the
T-4G if they believed this would be of benefit.

Tattle 1 prot'ides a list of simulator contact
maneuvers/learning objectives included irr the
original experimntal syllabus. All maneuvers
shown were taught to Ss in Phase 1. Ss in sub-
sequent phases used a slightly altered syllabus
wherein changes were made to conserve Tf4G
time and reduce student load. First, all training in
emergency .procedures was eliminated. Second,
practice repetitions on composite,. tasks and

ri
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Table 1. Training Objectives/Maneuvers Taught in Contact
Training Using the T- 4G(Visual System

Scene Used gcene Used'

Emergency Procedure's`
Aborted TO
One eng failure on TO
Two epg failure on TO
Low altitude restart
One end apch ;

Hydraulic' failure

Basic Aircraft Maneuvers
Slow flight
Takeoff
Straightin touch and go
Go-around
TO climb
Landing
Traf pat stall

F
F

F & S
F

&1N,

Fa

F
F

F.

s S

Fundamental A/C Control
Control response
Trim
Straight and level
Pitch, bank and power
CAS straight and LVL'
CAS CL and DST
CAS CAL turn
CAS DST turn
Level offs 4

Level turns
Change of A/S
Steep turns
Traf pat steep turns

r4a

Sa
sa.

Sa

Sa

Sa

Sa
-sa

sa
sa sa

Sa

Sa

S & F

/ Note, Symbol Reirittions. F= film source, S = sky mode, TO = takeoff, apch = approach, CAS constant airspeed,

LVL = teat; CL = climb; DST= descent; and A/S = airspeed.

Okes;aComposite contact and instrument instruction used,

Af
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, 'landings were limited to specified ,maximum
amounts., Although such traing was 46taj,nly of
value, neither ernergen M! prbk,kliees nor

, composite tasks were included ,in the..-Tnduid-
phase contact checkride and, therefore, ;ciii_fd: not
contribute directly to a reduction in aircraft flyiffg

-hotirs, required, the primary objective of this-
s t udy V. m ergency procedures' were -included
originally ,to ,demonstrate the utility of the T-4G
buf were discontinued when it was determined
that this longt.:-r f_syllahtis tended to overVoad the,

-.student schedule: Simulator landings were limited. , .
. -focstraignt-in patterns because the visual system

fielii or (44° did -,flot .4isp14y
perrpheral cues necessary for ove fliead_patterns.

--Pjactice,rri straiith it-in landings. n- life _
was of limited value since landing were practiced

- frequently while learning the traffic pattern in .the.
T-37.

Resblts

Table 2 lists average T-4G and T-37 hours used
and sated by UPT classes. The amount .pf-TAG

p training time used in Phase ((Table 2) was reduced
by more than 25% -for Phases II and lif. This
reduction 41'f:4G:time did'not'caus6klegradation
in training effielCncy_ as shown by comparing

, aircraft flying hours galedfOr -Phases I and II;
'3.9 hours vs 5.1 hours-,--sespntively. Table.; also
shows that Phak Ill.Ss saved an-average of only .3.

lithle 2. Average Hours Per
Student Used and Saved in UPT
Contact Flight Training Using

a TAG Trainei and T-37 Aircraft
0

Class
T-4G trainer

used

T37 aircraq

Number n'or Used Saved

7306 6 169 23.2 39
7309 7 118 25.3 5.1
7403 8 12.9 27.0 .3

Summary 21% 13,7 ;5.0 3.0a

. Note. Summed =Craft hours used and saved equals
average hours per student for respective control group. Raw
data per student is provided in Appendix' B.

aRepresents IQ% siving4 in contact flight hours over
current program.

8

aircraft hours (1 %).. This significant difference
etfrom "le two previous . groups resulted from

untime bad rather combined with the rigidity
inherend in the Allocked training approach. Poor
flying weather forced delays which interferred
with continuity and as a result, more aircraft
refresher training was required.

IV. INSTRUMENT FLIGHT TRAINING

Training Procedure

Ss did not any instrument training
(ex*cept. for initial 'composite practice) until the
.miyhase 'IstAttct 'check, ,vas passed. The Ss, then

- :re-turned to the simulator. for training.o,n the 26
instrument maneuvers which could be taught in
traine'rs two maneuvers, wing over and aileron roll
were taught only in the aitcraft.,After finishing
simulator training,.the S and his IP flew the T-37
until the S was ready:for his instrument check.
Table 3 providg a list of sinitilator maneuvers/
le'arning objectives included in instrument training.

During Phase I it was decided, that students
would benefit from increased instruction in the
areas of VOR and GCA. Therefore, the number of
permissible simulator sorties was increased by five
for class 7403.

Preliminary inspection of results, otlained
during. Phase I, indicated a high probability of
achieving significant savings in aircraft hours
during instrument training, and it appeared worth-
while to determine what porti9n of lhose savings
could he attributed to the training 'device versus
the revised thrilling methodologies, and syllabus.
To provide insight into area of interest, the
treatment of Phase II and III Ss was changed:
approximately half of the for these phases were
give instrument trafhing' in the, T-4G and ,the
remainde,r,wereiraild in the T-4. Since the T.4G
and T4 trainers were, identical with respect to
cockpit and instrument displays, and because the
T-4G visual *,s.ystem contributed only in a,

supplementary role to instrument training (low
visibility approaches are not a part of the conven-
tional T-37 insyument syllabus), the only
remaining difference between the two devices was
the T-4G motion system. By conducting half the

Sz through each device using the same Syllabus and
treatment, it was possible to estimate savings

.A
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Table 3. Learning Objectives/Maneuvers Taiight in T-37
Instrument Training Phase of UPT

Review ;

Straight and level'
Change of A/S
CAS.CL and DST'
Level-Off'
30!" bank turn to HDG'

Basic instnimeigs
ITO'
TO CL
Vertical S
Rate DST
Unusual attitudes
Steep turns
Confidence maneuvers

yQR usage
Equip,understanding/Operation
-Homing -

Intercepts
Departures and approaches
Holding

Radar
Surveillp.fice APCH to LNDG
Precislop APCH to LNDG2

Mission Profile
ITO and IFR departure
All check items
Procedures
Radio calls
Straight and level
Change of A/S

'CAS CL and DST
Turns to Ipadings
Steep turns
Unusual 5ttitudes
Vertical S
RMI APCH to PI-DC VOR
Norton-holding and pe4tration
Low and missed APCH3
Radar and missed APCI-r.

Instrument check ride review

No.te. Symbol definitions: A/S = airspeed; CL 7 climb; DST = descent; HDG = heading: ITO =
instrument takeoff; LNDG = landing; CATS constant airspeed; and; APCH = approach.

Visual presentation used at times to enable student to compare attitude instrument indications
'with outside view.

- 2 Visual presentation used for landing after breakout.
idle crosswinds, ceiling.and visibility used for realism.

attributable to special hal-214%4114 alid`reyised
syllabus VS T-4 and conientionaL syllabus) _

During the course of each dual Itairiingspftte;contributioris of the T-4G motion sysienis(T-4G
VS T-4 performahce using the same syllalsuSY.

V. MANEUVER ANALYSIS
-4

2 /

I 4

, y

svhether,:in_ the simulator or in the aircraft, Ss ' ,;('

practiCecriotis maneuvers =de( thi idance of
Results

Ss (N = 21) who successfully completed /ins
ment training with t-4G or T-4 .tradtineused an
average of 9.4 fewer flying hours,0579) than did-

. their classmates in the regular prpgiani. These
_savings were achieved using Varying amounts/of-.
' simulator training; however,. in all Cases- siptla0

time was less than that,used in the cobv,elitional
program. T-4G Ss saved an averageof 10.1 aircraft,
haul (48%) and ¶:tV Sssaved-and average of 81
aircraft hours (39%). Table list.traihing
(used and saved). ju the T-24c).f4`6151-r,ttlik

.p
difference betwedh hottrs saiect/in:ill*Ii4q and
the T-4 is not statisticagy.s nt. ,:.;

IF -0: '

4he JPs. kc'sitea pecially; depgites, ca0. IPs
..r,ec(Orded/ i;d-koti4jpasSifailYeic *trial on each .

,,,mane er, Thus, at Ale end, ofitiai ng a aomplete"
ppord-of all dualrikneuver.plactii e reptions,in

sigjulators and *Craft wisavailable' for each' f

pArtjcioting '.'analysis of theie records 1,

i4vides insight" into,the titaization and effective-
rieks; of T-4G, and 1-4 tolintis. Since Ss were'
'trained-19:,priiflCiaricy:o4,- each .11 aneilyei before
Jea'v befpi IceiYing 2

' Aleekfiikt:Itt.-14/AirpLft' Iota! 'Tiumlier--pf
74t $

PP [Witty' a. .11 iadri mlnenver
.,..,.;0;t4tt.*Is.:4*,71_, I ifairliugkerfutretnent in the

. ,1 ''

;: - : /b. I !. '
1: t /Ili

t t

;
I ,
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Table'4: Average Hours Per StudeneUsed and Saved in UPT .
Instrument Flight Training Using 1-4G and T-4 Trainers and T-87 Aircraft

,4 ' 'Class

Nlimber

T4G
n

.

.usel

T37 Aircraft
Used

, .
Saved

74 o T-37 Aircraft

Used 'Used Saved

7,306
..)7309

,1/74,03. -

./ . Sun-unary,.

4.
4
4

14.9
16.7

22.2

14 17.5 10.8
7.

1111

9.4
19.4 12.8 8.0

21.4 12.8 80

20.6 12.8 8.1.b

Note. Summed aircraft hours used and saved equals average hours per student for respect iite control group, Raw
1 data by student is provjtrid in Appendix B. . . .

aRcpresents.(48% savings in aircraft hours normally ,used in instrument_ training.

bRepresents a'.39% savings in aircraft hoursnormally uscl'fOr instrument training.
' -.

Maneuver repetgion data were.. exapined.
several: ways'. First, 14 contact and Llyinstrument.
maneuyers common to aircraft and sirnulators,
were raiiked for each of the three classes acc6tding
:,t45t6etcrtal number of practice repetitions. Ta,ble
5,1isti.coefficients of concordance coutputed,for

and instruments in both tfre aircralt ancV."..
the' siiiintdr,.iite ethivalent average SPeaTnian
\rat* .'correigions are also

";

. \ ., ,

,'? :Aircraft

. ,r1 Simulator

v. , . ., aKendall coefficients of comordan

\*t., \
, '

I

amorig the three classes for instrument maneuvers
Were signilicant for bith the simulator anil,..the /1-
aircraft Wjth p < .001, agreements for contact .

,

ritineuvers were also both significant with?
'These agreements among the three classes_orOlid,

arnounti of ptaCtide required in the similafOr and '; ,
.aircraft per maneuver. _indicate consistency in I
Itilization of the T-4G anti T-4 by a variety of IPs '
and students.

-
' fit ,

\*. N2-
Tak}e.3. is of Concozdance-

Tyne of Training
instruments Cantait-

W-4-.83a (rs=.74b)
W=.90 ([s=.86)

w*:.81(rf: 71)
,11=.80.(ts=.70)

ce is illuits-atedt by' Siegel (1954: ,

corr.el;tions ate pies,enteci in parentheses.bEquivalent avct1 a Spearman rank\ . -

,Table 6 f'rqvid- a. summary of all maneuver . well as its irgr "c capability as a training device.
vials recorded bee note at bottom or Table 6), Total' training quirements include the following
'during the contact flight training phase of in additi training to impart flying skill.
T4G rnazieuvers are listed in 'order, of overtralnin ome maneuvers becauSe of, their
total trigs, attempted. -Also included are: ,per- :lmprtance Co Safety, ,(b) extra practice of some
ceatage of total trials attempted in the 1-4b.,,. .. maneuvers because they are always performed in
tprcentage of 'it4G ,trials scored as failing,- and Connection with or as a part of other maneuvers,

and (c)..training for continuity (that is, continued
practices of a maneuver after proficiency has. been
achieved to maintain satisfactory performance).

'percentage of ;r47 trials scored as failing With
some qualificati'Qns, the percentage of total trlall

',recorded ilT the; 1-4G 'reflects the ability of the
s

;simulator to s'at05, total training reqUireinerfts as

10
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Table 6. Summa of Trials on Contact Maneuversa

Pt.

MANEUVER IRJ
T -4G

Tota1-T--%

PRA TI ED

Sum

TRIALS FAILED
T-46 T-37T-37

TEED Number Number

`(a)

1 LANDING .

2 LEVEL OFF
3 TAKE OFF°
4 .FINAL APPRPACH
5 STEEP TURN °

6 GO-AROUND .1

7 TECH ORDER C O
8.-LEVEL TURN')

9 TPS, LANDING
10 TPS, NOSE LOW

11 TPS, PITCH OUT
12 TPS,

b
13 STRAIG &

14 SLOW FL SIGHT

SUM
PERCENTAGE

%.RANGE

(b)

568
570 _570
538

692
356

233
224
417
161

196

199

178

258

195

4785

51

38.-81

(c)

40
49
47

,77

53

39
40
81

38
48

49
49
71

55

(c1)

858
603.

608
207
318

359
340
100

265
212

205
185
103

157

4520
49

19-62

(e)

-1426

1173
1146
'899

674. ,

592

564
517

426
408

404

363
361

35?

9305'

(f)
277

280
241

348
185

101

102
201

63
10.%

109

77
114

90

2296

..i;

(g)

49

49
45
50

52

43
45
48
39
55

55

43
44
46

48
39-55

-(h)

333
105

-95
87

90

128
44
11

36
78

68
56
2

22

1155

(1)

39
17

16

42
28z

,36

11

14

37

34
, 30

2

14

4 26
2-42

--CONSTANT A/S Do!!
--CONSTANT A/S CI'

SUM AV%

253
223

476
.

T-46 ONLY MANEUVERS

45
43

.44

253
223

476

' 115'

. 96

211

T-37 ONLY MANEUVERS

--PATTERN, OVERHO' 752 752 385

--PATTERN, CLOSED 375 375 117 31

--PATTERN,.ONE ENG 311 311 119 38

--LANDING, ONE ENG 250 250 58 23

--DINE RECOVERY 187 187 43 23

--INV RECOVERY 176 1 76 18 10

--VERT RECOVERY 169 . 169 52 30

--ST PWR STALL 160 160 80 50

--TURN PWR STALL
-SPIN

t
138
123

138
123

62

45

45

37

--SPIN PREVENT 121 121 29 2,4

. --APRCH, NO FLAP 29 29 16' 55

--LNDG, MO FLAP , 22 22 - 12 55

SUM/AV % 2813 2813 1036 37

KITE. ---(1021)- Definitions: TPS=Traffic Pattern Stall; CL- Climb; LVLLevel;

A /S- Airspeed; Dc=Dtcent; INV=Inverted;.VerturVirtical; ST=Straight; and LNDG=Canding.
Letters in parenthesis identify columns for reference in text. aData reflect all

trials recorded: T-46 Oita is complete but T-37 data is based on data cards from'

80% of total sorties. Contact maneuwers in which simultaneous instrument-contact

references were taught when teaching OopOosite.crosscheck.

1.
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Co lutnn (c) of Table,b provides the percentage
of the total trials completed in the T-4G and
shows the effect of limited peripheral cues, e.g., all
maneuvers in 'hich these dies are' important
required proportionally more practice in the
aircraft. Using these percentages, the contact
maneuvers appear' to fall in three groups' as
followS: (a) lelcrtrns, final approaches, straight
and level, slovl, flu t and steep turns (53% to

.81%); (b) level offs, traffic patterF stalls, pitchout,
nose low and nose high, and takeoffs (47%-49%);
and (c) landings, tech order clirpbs,,go-a'rolinds and
landing traffic pattern stalls (38%-40%). These'
data support; the requirement for additional
peripheral cuing in simulatds- if more contact
training is to be achieved. There are some reversals,
but these are believed explained by the comments
.made earlier concerning total training require-
ments.

Columns (b) and (d) of Table 6 show the total
trials on each maneuver by training deVice. A
Spearman correlation coefficient (Siegel, 1956)
was computed for these data to estimate the
degree to which the rankings in these two columns
agree. The obtained estimate. rs = .37, is consider-
ably lower than agreement of, the three classes
within 'the simulator'or aircraft. This correlation
suggests that emphasis given to the various
maneuvers was not the same in the aircraft and the
simulator. The difference may be attributed to
either or both of two factors' the simulator was
different from the aircraft and/or learning which
oecurred in the simulator differentially altered -the

, amount of training required in the aircraft. The
truth is probably a combination of these two
factors. ,The fact that learning occurred in the
simulator is evidenced by the flying hour savings
realized, but more learning occurred on some
maneuvers than on others,.

Because repetition data for some maiteuvets,are
inflated by total training requirements. analyst' Of
total repetitions does not reveal training effects of
the simulators' characteristics per se::Powever,
analysis- of failing repetitions' alone (rather than
total repetitions), provides revealitig information.
Failing repetitions by themselves refreet-only the
students' progress since training requirements for
continuity, as part of other maneuvers, and for
maneuver importance are usually not failed, Thus'.
training, which is performed for reasons other than
the student's rate of achieving flying skill, is

eliminated and the effect of equipment
characteristics on student progress can be Seen
more deafly. (IP emphasis is probably not

eliminated since IPs tend to be kire demanding
when they consider a maneuver impN,.tahtlit may
be assumed that the more frequently a maneuver is
fagled, the more ,slowly consistent . proficient
performance is attained. .

Data in Table 6 show the percent of practice
trials failed for b6th simulator (column g) and
aircraft (column i). An average of 48% of all T-4G

-trials were failed as compared with 26% in the
aircraft. The higher percentage of trial failures in
tile T-4G is probably due to the sequen

.instruction wherein learning began in the simu.
and continued until criterion _performance' as
reached. When these same maneuvers were then
practiced in the aircraft they were already
understood and, in some -cases; mastered.
Contributing factors can also be speculated. For
example, the instructor pilots indicated the T-4G
was somewhat more difficult to fly than the air-
craft..Alio, failing scores could be recorded in the
simulator without supporting administrative paper
work (le., pink slips) as required in the aircraft.
In any event, the reduction in failure rate appears
to reflect learning in the simulator. since the aver-
age failure rate for non-T-4G maneuvers was 37%
as compared with 26% for T-4G/T-37 maneuvers.

The percent of failed trials for T-4G maneuvers
ranges from 39 to 55,% (Table 6, column (g)); the
range for aircraft trials on the same maneuvers is 2
to 429 (column (i)). An inspection of this 2 to
42% range teveals two -distinct distributions,
neither of which include the mean; their ranges are
2 to 17% and 28 to 42%. Identification of the
specific maneuvers included in each of these ranges
reveals that, with one exception (maneuver 5,
steep t urns), all the maneuvers in which
simultaneous instruments and contact training was
sused fall into they low aircraft error coup
(02-17%). While these maneuvers arePobably
easier to learn than those in the higher error range
group, the size of the differences seems to support
the efficacy of early instrument training.

Table 7 prQyides a summary of all 'maneuvers
trials recorded during the instrument training
phase of the T-4G. study. Again, the maneuvers
(column (a)) are listed in order of total trials
aftempied (column (e)). Trials for botIDT -4G and

. T-4 trainers, were combined since for purpose of
-instrument training the trainers are considered

4110.equivalent.

In Table 7 the difference between the percent
of maneuver trials practiced in the trainers and thp
aircraft (67% versus 33%, respectively) and the

12
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Table 7. Summary orTrials on Instrinnent Maneu'versa

MANEUVER TRIALS PRACTICED

Sum
T-46

Total 7 T-37

(a) (b) ,(c) (d) (e)

I LE/EL OFF 764 74 . 274 1038
2 TURN TO HEAD 579 63 344 923
3 UNUSUAL ATT 546 67 267 813
4 CHANGE A/S '590 74 202 792
5 STEEP TURN 429 58 '315 744

6 CONSTANT A/S CL 410 73 151 561

7 TAKEOFF 364 73 135 499
8 TECH ORDER CL 314 68 148 462
9 VERTICAL S-A 311 69 138 ` 449
10 VERTICAL S-D 288 70 141 429

11 VOR MIS APRCH 230 54 197 427
12 STRAIGHT & LVL 327 .81 . 78 405
13 RADAR FINAL. 269 68 124 393
14 VOR INTCPT, OUT 231 59 161 392
15 CONSTANT A/S Dc 254. 66 131 385

16 RMI INBND 246 65 132 378
17 VOR PNTRATN, 212 60 139 351

/18 VOR LOW APRCH 211 61 137 148
19 VOR HOLDING 209 60 137 346
20 VOR`INTCPT, IN 187 59 131 318

21 RMI OUTBND 125 66 65 190
22 RATE DSCNT 100 60 , 68 168
23 VERTICAL S-13 69 68 33 102
24 VERTICAL S-C 41 79 11 52

SUM 7306 3659 10965
PERCENTAGE 67 33

% RANGE 54-81 19-4.6

--RADAR MISS APRCH 201
--IFR LNDG I 65

TRIALS FAILED
T-46 I 1-37

Number X Number X

T-46 ONLY MANEUVERS

." 6
-- I 205 1

df) (9). (h)

215 28 26
98 17 32

133 24 .26
144 24 10

99 23 36

95 23 14

96 26 8
80 26 14

133 43 15
115 40 16

118 51 31

56 17 1

158. 59 17
42 18 12

47 19 11

25 10
122 58 28
117 55 26

79 38 20
44 24 15

39 31 8
36 36 9
34 49 5
17 41 3

2178 395`.
30

17-59

106 53
17 26

. -

T-37 ONLY MANEUVERS
,

-.-WINGOVER -,-

I I 174 I

174 I --
--AILRN ROLL I 172 172 --

PERCENT

.

E.
ENT

I.
75765 2 I 4005 111577 1 2301

35 1.- --
I 30. .1

(1)

09
09
10
05
11

09
06
09
11

11

16
01.
14
07
30

08
20
19
15
11

12
13
15
27

11

01-27

25 14
15 09

435.
1 11

NOTE. (N.21) Definitions: A/SAiripeed; CLClimb; DcDecent. Letters in parenthesis
identify columns for reference in text. aData reflect all trials recbrded; Tr46 data is
complete but T-37 data is based on'80% of total sorties.'
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relatively low failure rate for aircraft tnals (11%)
reflects the effectiveness of ground devices- in
achieving instrument flight training objectives. In
addition, a Spearman correlation coefficient to
determine the agreement between columns f and h
(rs = .73) is much higher than for contact training
and approaches that of the three classes within the
simulator or aircraft.

Inspection of the errors recorded by type of
maneuver provides additional-insight into training
emphasis. For example, the- instrument maneuvers
may be grouped into three general categories.
These are. (a) basic airwork, (b) more complex
vertical S maneuvers, and (c) radio and radar
navigation and approach maneuvers. Summation
of the failed trials by this categorization reveals
jhe following percentage of total trials failed by
device (columns g and i) (a) 23% versus 9K7r. (b)
42% versus 12%, and (c) 40% versus 14%,
respectively ror trainers versus air raft. These
comparisons indicate that, as a, result pf practice
on similar type contact maneuvers, basic instru-
ment maneuvers were learned to a high level m
ground trainers and few errors were made in the
aircraft. However. category (b) and (c) maneuvers
were learned to a lesser level in the trainer with a
resultant iricreasein failing airtraft tnals. Since
there is no reason to reason to suspect trainer
fidelity- is any less 'in radio work than basic air-

vrk. these data indicate that more time spent in
the trainer on radio navigation, low approaches
and vertical Ss might have resulted in improved
transfer of training.

,A comparison between the percentage of total
trials by device in contact' (Table 6) and initru-
men t training (Table 7) leads to a similar
conclusion with respect to utilization of trainer.
time. These data indicate that if training time on
contact maneuvers had been c,olitinued, until
higher criteria and less variability m perfortrrance
had been achieved (such as the 67.33 ratio of
trainer to aircraft tnals repor,ted in instrument
training), more efficient transfer would have been
achieved in contact training.

Additional support for the suggestion that more
practice in ground- trainers would be, expected to
decrease requirement for aircraft training is
provided, by examining the average number of
practice trials per Maneuver by device. Data from
Table 7 indicate that for instrument maneuvers
practiced in both simulators and aircraft, 304 trials
were used in the simulators and 15.3 trial; in the
aircraft. Similar data from Table 6 for contact
maneuvers show 343 trials for the simulators and

14

232,trials for the aircraft. Howevele, for maneuvers"
reported in Table Er practiced Only in aircraft, the
figure is 251 trials. Froirr'these figures, it appears
logical that if a ratio betweeh total simulator and
aircraft trials of 2.1 had been achieved in contact
training (as in the instrument phase, i.e., 3.04.153)
the average errors per maneuver could have been
reduced from the 323 achieved to some figure less
than that achieved for aircraft only maneuvers
(251) and perhaps close to the 153 trials per
maneuver reported in the instrument phase

VI. DISCUSSION

Visual System

A specific objective of this project was to
evaluate the effectiveness of the electronic per-
spective transformation (EFT) visual system -in
UPT contact flight training. The film portion of
the EFT did not proim effective within the context
of LIFT_as defined for this study. Data obtained in
this Project indicate t beginning students did
learn to perform str t-in landings, takeoffs, and
touch and g6 land' , three of the first four
students trained wer able to land the aircraft
successfully on the fir t try. However, no savings
were demonstrated in landings or takeoffs (Table
6). These data suggest that flying the 360° over-
head pain (excluding landings and takeoffs) is
at least as difficult as learning to land the aircraft
and that potential savings were masked by the
relatively high amount of T-37 time required to
leatn the pattern. (Intuitively; we believe that evert
if such a data b4e had been available, a relatively
low transfer would have been obtained since the
essential cues for precise contact traffic pattern
flying db not occur in the forward field of-View.)

The horizon scene proved to be effective in
teaching basic air wqrX and is responsible for most .
of the hourly savings 'reported in contact-training.
The utility ,-of this visual scene was limited by its
field-of-view since only maneuvers in which the
horizon was visible could be practiced: for
example, complete stalls could not be practiced
since no peripheral cues (directional or wings level
references) were available in the visual display, and
at the highest pitch position the horizon ,dis-
appeared from the forward view.

The capability to enrich instrument training by
providing reduced ceilings and/or visibilities at the
end of an instrument approach could not be
evaluated since low approach breakouts are not
performed in T-37 aircraft by pilot trainees.

9 p
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Subjectively, it was the opinion eif the IPs, the
project supervisors, and numerous visitors that tliis
capability provided a realistic scene of great
training potential.

Motion

Comparison of student performance during
instrument training, as presented in Table 4, shows
that Ss using the T-4G saved two aircraft hours
more than those using the T4 (10.1 hours versus
8.1 hours: not statistically significant). This
suggests that motion cueing of the level provided
by theT4G (a relatively limited syestem) was not a
significant factor m increasing mstrinnent training
transfer. The possible contribution of motion to
transfer of contact training was not addressed.
(However, an IP in the: first study reported that
when a student's performance on final approaches
was below a previously learned level and it was
learned the motion system had been inadvertently
left off; when it was activated his performance._
rapidly iMproved to the previous level.) Motion,
sickness in simulators sometimes'occurs when
visual cues depicting, apparent :motion are
presented without normally expected motion cues
(Puing1970). Since no sickness by IPs or students
occurred, the presence of-motio may have been
beneficial in contact training.

Instrument Training
4 -1

Two questions were of, interest relative to the
use of the T-4G in instrument training. (1) could
T-37 aircraft hours be saved tlalpgh use of the
TG: and (2) could quality of Ilre UPT graduate.
be increased. Results of this study indicate that
the TG and its associated revised training
package can be used to save 'aircraft hours.
Obviously, were the "saved"' hours applied to
further training, quality would be improveti; e.g.,.
practice on hew problems such as strange field
approaches and low minimum approaches would
provide a more polished-input to T-38 training.

Training Package

aluation of the TG provided an opportu-
nity to incorporate into a total training package
many training methods known tq be of valiCe..in
increasing training efficiency, and the results were
very effective. However, of even more practical
significance were results, obtained using students
from classes 73-09 and 74-03 in which similar
savings were achieved using he same training
methodologies with existing UflT-4 instrument

fr
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trainers. From these data, it is apparent that the
'basis for having achieved significant savings in
instruments was the training package and that
similar savings could be expected with any device,

. possessing fidelity equal to that of the 15-year-old
T4.

Administrative Problems

While the results of this project were highly
successful, its conduct, was not without problems
IP manning was one of these. We considered it
necessary to use an 113/S ratio of 1:1 in this study;
The 'usual IP/student ratio is about 1:3. If the
program used in this study is to be implemented
operationally, manning may be a pioblem. Current
experience has shown that T4G type training can
be integrated into the UPT syllabus with less than
a 1.1 IP/student ratio. nowever, it has also shown
that ratios larger than those commonly used are
required.

/' Determination of student class standing is

-another administrative probleirt, Sim to a great
extent, class standing determines wh gets first
choice of assignments,- students are concerned
about how-,11 is derived. When progression on a

. proficiency.: basis is incorporated in a training
program,. the student who reaches criterion fit
(as indicated by a passing checkride score) viill
always wonder what he could have achieved had
he flown more' time. In this study, a mathematical
scheme based on aircraft hours saved, was used to
reward students who completed training in
reduced hours (Cyrus & Woodruff, 1974). Table 8
provides a summary of raw and revised check
stores received by subjects in this .study. This
controversial issue would have to be addressed in
an operational program using pioficiency
advancement.

It hat been suggested that the blocked training
concept used in this study migllt be imprlctical at
a bad weather, base. While some problems did
occur because of rigid adherence tb the study
schedule, it is believed this problem can. be
circumvented through a combined use of more
blocks, less rigidity and administratiVe authority
to provide flexibility in student entry and exit
dates.

. There is also the problem of indoctrinating an
inexperienced instructor into a program which
requires use of judgment as to when a student
should ppbgress. The buddy-IP system (used in the
latter phases of this project) proved effective in

'reducing this problem.
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Table Comparisoir Of Experimental and Control Group
Average Check Scores

-

4

Class
Number

Contact Midphase

Experimental
Control
Group Raw Reviseda

lnstrumedts Final L

Control
Group Raw Revisecla

Experimerital

73'06
7309
7403

76.1
76.1
77.9

77:7
74.7
77.6

78.1
75.4
78.0

87.1
84.9
88.2

84.2
84.5
87.8

87 1
85.4/
89Q r

'Revised in'accordance with technique reported in AFI-1 RLTR-74-91, in press.
4,

A.. SUMMARY:AND CONCLUS10/4

The objective of this stud.) as to determine if
the use of T-4G tedmology (using a 1-37
simulator incorporating a film base visual system
and a two DOF motion system-device A/F37A-
T4G) to UPT would result increased training
efficient* A revised syllabus and a special treat-
ment' incorporating suitable training method-
ologies were developed. Three samples of
beginning UPT students were trained using the
revised program and their performance was
compared with the remainder of their UPT classes
'using the conventional syllabus.

Combined results from the three classes,
involved demonstrated that T-4 methodology
resulted in T-37 fly mg hours savings of an average
of three hours per student in basic contact, and an

Overage of 10.1 hours per student in instrument
frattling.

As a result these findings (obtained with the
first of the three classes involved). it was decided
to also investigate to what e&tent similar savings
c'uuld be achieved in the instrument phase using
the newly developed training program with
unyentiunal T Instrut4nt trainers. An average

sayings of 8.1 hours of;:f-37 'instrument training
was achieved\

The most significant of the above findings is
that application of the revised training program
vNth existing equipment can achieve an average
savings of eight T-37 aircraft hours per student.
Whether or nut , these hours are eliminated to
reduce Lost, and conserve energy or used to teach
other training objectives, thereby turning out a
better product to using commands, is i`progative
of ATC and Air Force management. However, the
implication is clear, a more efficient training
program usingtxisung equipment is possible. only
administrative action to implement the changes is
required.

With respect to evaluation of the T-4G visual
system: it is concluded that a production model of
suLh a visual system could be used on a modest or
better fidelity simulator to achieve savings of three
to four aircraft hours in early contact flight
training in UPT. A determination as to whether
these projected savings would justify procurement
of such devices, command-wide would require a
detailed cost comparison:

The use of this ,type visual systeni to enhance
instrument trawing can only be addressed
subjectively, since constraints in UPT did not
permit quantative evaluation in this role.
Subjectively, people who have flown, or °Nerved,
the device agree that the capability to prOvide
realistic bad weather instrument approach
breakouts does exist and could, provide significant
training value. )'

VIIL IMPLICATIONS

he implications of these study results are:
K

. Significant increases in instrument training
effi iency in UPT call be achieved in the current

_ program ,by incorporating the revised syllabus and
training method(ogies develotied in this project.
Thej resultant sat6forgs could be converted to dollar
andkenergy `reduction, or training in other

dt(ctives to improve the produdt.

2. The majtif thrust of the findings of this
study conceit-is syllabus revision and revised
instructional strategies air which additional
research is not required to justify adoptio'n.
*Mar acti.Olisishould be initiated to revise the
T-26 instrua6rix training phase of T-38 (AFT
training and to review any other USAF histrunnent

p. training program -which has evolved over the,years
and not through modern instructional system
development (ISD) efforts. The potential for oost

s avings in such ptipgrams (where the cost

16
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differential between airQraft and simulator is much
larger than in T-,37 airc ?ft) is significantly higher.,

e
3: All instrument and procedures training

programs developed using !SD techniNes should
be reviewed.,t7)-,insure maximum use of training

,stsategiessdemonsirated in this project.

° 4. Planning for procurement of new ground
t raining devices. incorporating visual systems
should include an .extensive examiution of the

0,= traminrobjectives expected to be assigned to the
..

visual system before system definitions is
completed. In these efforts, utility in training
should be the overruling consideration.

5. The electronic perspective transformation
(iyo visual system as it currently exists has Reen
demonstrated to have practical value in landings
and takeoffs. Consideration should be given to
developing additional capabilities which would
permit teaching the, remainder of the traffic
pattern.
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APPENDIX.A. A/E37A-T4G DESCRIPTION
4

40

The T-4G is an updated ME-1 trainer modified to accommodate a Singer SPD Electronic Perspective
Transformation (EPT) visual system. The ME-1 itself is essentially a T-4 instrument trainer mounted on a
two degreeof-freedom motion base. Figure Al is an artist's concept of the T-4G.

if
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DISPLAY
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FILM
.1 1

SWEEP
RANSPORT

W
GENERATOR-I "SHAPED

RASTER"
VIDEO AMPS.

SWEEPS AND
TV PROCESSING

SYNC

GENERATOR

Figure Al. Artist's concept of the T-4G.

,

. Following is aist pf the major simulator components:

Modern Microelectronic Computer
T-4 Cockpit ,

Two DOF Motion
EPT Visual System
External Operator Station
Internal Instructor Station

.
The m4 on system moves ± 5.5° pitch, 8.5° in bank, and vertically +6"- and 4' . The visual

display field of view in 44° x 28°, and the image is provided in full color at infinity. linage g oration for
, the visual disPb is obtained from two.csources: Color movie film, and an electionicallyrgener ted horizon

display. An approach, landing, and takeoff movie sequence filmed at Williams AFB projected n the visual
display tracks student pilot control inputs. Changes in aircraft speed are achieved by changes i film speed,
vertical' Ad lateral deviations from the path of the film are produced by the EPT system. T EPT visual
system p vides. normal straight-in approached from four miles out, no flap and simulated Ingle engine
configuCions; touchdown, landing roll ; and takeoff to 500' AGL.

.19 2 3
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The electronically produced visual scene showing a horizon defined by blue sky and a cloud deck is
provided for airwork, horizontal translation is not provided. Display image motion capabilitof 360°
continuous motion in pitch, roll, or heading permits acrobatic practice in the simulator, hpwever, the
limited motion cups and field of view detract from realism.

In addition to motion and visual cues, the T-4G includes a c Ipl(te nay /comm system and the
capability to.produce aural cues such as wind, engine sound,. landing ear warning, system operations, etc.

Aids for instruction included at both operato nd instruct station are the capability to freeze' the
simulator during a mipion, and to reset to a preselecte within a mat teeof seconds.

,

J
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APPENDIX B. T4G/T4/T37 DEMONSTRATIONS

Table B!. Summaty of Hours Used or Saved/Device/Student in
Three T-4G T-4 T-37 Demonstrations IA

. 1( I
CONTACT AIRWORK INSTRUMENTS

DEVICE T-4G T.137 T:37 T-4G T-37 T-37 VT-4 T-37 T-37

HOURS USED USED SAVED USED USED SAVED USED USED SAVED

vc -

S1 17.3 $ 25.5 1.,7 10.4 6.9 13.9

s;) S2 15.0 21.7 5:5 13.7 9.7 11.1

(i.g S3 17.3 22.7 4.5 14.5 11.4 9.4 aso

r; S4 17:3 22.3 4.9 17.5 12.1 8.7

v) S5 17.3 25.1 2.1 , 16.2 11.5 v 9.3
¢ . ,

-..) S6 17-.3 22.2 5.0 17.0 6.7 14.1
(..)

. ..v

101.5 139.5 ..23.7 89.3 , 58.3 66.5 ._

M 16,9- 23.2 3.9 14.9 9.7 11.1

(27.2r (27.0) (20.8)

g

S1 12.8 23.7 6..7 715.\8 1/4 10.9 9.9

S2 12.8 21.5 8.9 16;6 10.1 '10.7 .r
a, 53 11.4 31.1 -.7 17.9r 12.9 7.9
c)
ce) S4 12.1 24.4 6.0 16'.6 1.7 9.1
r-..

S5 12.1 29.0 1.4 1 3:7 13.2' 7.6

a S6 0 12.1 23.8 6.6 17.0 14.5 6.3

S7 9.3 23.3 7-.1 ' .7 17.5 10.7 10.1,

2 ' 82.6 176.8 .36.0 .66.9 45.6 37.6 `58.2 38.4 24.0

ti ' ' 11.8 25.3 5.1 16.7 It 11.4 9.4 19.4 12.8 '8.0

(30.4) i (27.0) (20.8)

S1 12.8 24.6 2.7 21.6 15.1- 5.9 .

S2 '' 12.8 25.5 1.8 '22.9 13.6 7.4

'S3 . 12.8 25.7 1.6 22.0 7.2 , 13.8

M S4 12.8 27.9 -.6 22.5 11.4 9.6o
.1. S5, 12.8 25.5 1.8 . 20.0 13.4 7.6
r-..

S6 12.8 31.8 -4.5 20.8 13.6 7.4'
v)

<v) S7 13.5 27.6 -.3 22.5 11.5 9.5

, ...1 S,8 12.8 27.2 .1 22.5 12.8 p. 8:2
c_$ ...

.4,
.

.. 103.1 215.8 2.6 89.0 47.3 36.7 85.8 51.3 32.7

M 12.9 27.0 .3 22.2 11.8 9.2 21.4 12.8 r 8.2

(27.3) .
0

(27.0) (21.0)

CC 2...( 287.2. 532.1 62:3 245.2 150.2 140.8 144.0 89.7 56.7
I-- -

1--,
c)-
" M 13.7 25.3 3.0 17.5 10.8 10.1 20.6 12.8 8.1

.

4J LO 21.5 -4.5 4 6.7' 5.9 17.0 10.7 6.3

(-2 HI 13.5 31.8 8.9 22. ,15.1 14.1 23.7 14.5 10.1

. '
/ _

(0.0) = Average hours used by non experimental students by class.
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